Best way to decant your Fresh EVOO
The new tin can has some advantages (better handle, better looking and screw-on cap) it however has some
disadvantages as well (harder to pour without making a mess) …don’t ask me how I know this ?
So I’ve come up with a system to ease your decanting experience.
Prepare your work area:
1- Put a large sheet of Reynolds clear plastic wrap on your counter or table
2- Place a large plate under your bottle or pitcher
3- Place another large plate under the can
4- Have some fresh Italian bread and sea salt ready nearby
5- Have a nice glass of red wine and music playing in the background as well ?
Preparing the can:
1- Unscrew the top and set aside
2- Although the security cap says to ‘Cut this Out’ …Don’t!
3- Instead puncture a ¼ hole into the security seal by using a sharp knife, and rotate to enlarge. The
security cap is very thin, so it won’t damage your knife.
4- Diagonally opposite the spout, puncture another small pin hole close to the edge of the can using the tip
of a sharp knife. (this is to let the air in, making it easy for the EVOO to flow out).
5- Get a wide mouth water pitcher to decant the EVOO into (remember if you’re decanting directly into
the bottle using a funnel, put a large plate underneath).
6- Grab the handle and put your finger over the smaller hole and start pouring…once you got a good
angle…release your finger and the EVOO will start pouring out quicker.
7- Once you’re ready to stop decanting, place your finger over the smaller hole to control the flow…and
lift back the can. Put screw cap back on, put some tin foil over small hole and store away.
8- If you did the above carefully, there will be very little EVOO on the plate and plastic wrap to dip up.
9- If you weren’t so lucky…when you are ready to clean up after you decant…as I’m sure you want to
soak up every drop that doesn’t make it into the bottle… sprinkle some sea salt (a small dash provided
with our compliments) onto the plate and plastic wrap…and have fun wiping up with your bread.
10- When you’re down to the last bit of EVOO in the can, enlarge the smaller hole and use as the spout.
We highly recommend you decant the fresh EVOO together with your significant other or lover. We have come to
conclude that our Fresh EVOO is the best aphrodisiac ready to compete with Viagra and Levitra. Enjoy!
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